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Tasty, DiabetesFriendly Breakfast
Ideas
Medically Reviewed by Christine
Mikstas, RD, LD on November 04, 2021

12 Great Breakfasts if
You Have Diabetes
You need a mix of protein, fat, and fiber for
steady levels all morning. Try these tasty
ideas.

Read More

Strategies to Control
The
of the day
Yourscoop
Diabetes
Managing your health the right way - like
tracking your diabetes "ABCs" - can help
you live a rewarding, active life.
Read More

Medicines That Help
Blood Sugar

7 Causes of High
Blood Sugar

What You Can Do to Avoid
Diabetes

Did you know that things like
exercise and stress - not just
food - can cause your levels to
rise?

Although there's no way to guarantee you won't
develop blood-sugar problems, some lifestyle
changes can help greatly lower your risk.

Read More

Read More

Insulin might be the first medication that
comes to mind, but your doctor might
prescribe one or more of these others first.
Read More
CORONAVIRUS

What Are the Symptoms of Omicron
BA.4 and BA.5?
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The impact of stress on your gut

Best Bets for
Low-Carb Fast
Food
Sticking to certain menu
items and making a few
easy swaps can help you
watch your carb intake
when you're eating on the
go.
Read More

Signs You're
Eating Too
Much Salt
Given how closely the gut and brain interact, it might seem obvious that the pair often influence each
other. Some people feel nauseated before giving a presentation; others feel intestinal pain during times
of stress. In any case, emotional and psychosocial factors play a role in functional gastrointestinal
disorders.

Your body requires a small
amount of sodium, but
most Americans get more
than twice what's
necessary. How do you
know if you're overdoing it?

Treating the whole body

Read More

Stress-related symptoms felt in the gastrointestinal tract vary greatly from one person to the next, and
treatment can vary as well. For example, one person with gastroesophageal reflux disease might have
an occasional, mild burning sensation in the chest, while another experiences excruciating discomfort
night after night. As the severity of symptoms varies, so should the therapies, medications, self-help
strategies, or even surgeries used to relieve them.

What Your Heart
Rate Reveals
About You

Many people have mild sympoms that respond quickly to changes in diet or medications. If your
symptoms do not improve, your clinician may ask you more questions about your medical history and
perform some diagnostic tests to rule out an underlying cause. For some people, symptoms improve as
soon as a serious diagnosis, like cancer, has been ruled out. Your doctor may also recommend
symptom-specific medications. But sometimes these treatments are not enough. As symptoms become
more severe, so does the likelihood that you are experiencing some sort of psychological distress.
Often, people with moderate to severe symptoms, particularly those whose symptoms arise from
stressful circumstances, can benefit from mind directed therapies, such as cognitive behavioral therapy
and relaxation techniques. Some people are reluctant to accept the role of psycho-social factors in their
illness. But it's important to know that emotions cause genuine chemical and physical responses in the
body that can result in pain and discomfort. Behavioral therapy and stress reduction treatments help
manage pain and improve other symptoms in ways that are different from how drugs act. The goal of
all therapies is to reduce anxiety, encourage healthy behaviors, and help people cope with the pain and
discomfort of their condition.
For more on the connection between brain health and gut health, read The Sensitive Gut, a
Special Health Report from Harvard Medical School.

Your heart rate is the
number of times your heart
beats in a minute, and it
changes as you get older.
Here's what you need to
know about yours.
Read More

Foods to Help
You Stay Calm
Say no to ice cream when
you're stressed and reach
for one of these options -including dark chocolate -instead.
Read More
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NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS

15 Possible Causes of Brain
Fogginess
How Diabetes Can Hurt Your Legs and
Feet

What Sleeping With
the TV on Does to
Your Health

Nutrition and Fitness
Needs After 70
If you don't change what you eat and how
you move as you age, your body might be
missing out on these important benefits.
Read More
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Can You Take Melatonin Every Night?

The latest updates to get you through the day
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To offset the impact of salt on
cardiovascular health, women
should eat potassium-rich
foods, says a new study. Men
do not appear to reap the
same benefits.
READ ON
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WHO declares
monkeypox a global
health emergency
According to the CDC,
there have been over
16,000 cases globally,
including more than 2,800
cases in the U.S.
Read more

15 Unexpected Heart
Attack Triggers
When you think about heart attack risks,
things like stress and diet probably come
to mind. But what about cold weather or
having the flu?
Read More

Warning Signs of Kidney
Problems
When your kidneys don't work right,
toxins can build up. That can lead to
some surprising symptoms, from itchy
skin to concentration and memory issues.

Weight Management

I Did a Sugar-Free Diet for 10 Days
and This Is What I Learned

Read More
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Help Your Feet Feel
theBetter
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Diabetes can be hard on your feet. Take
these steps daily to keep them
comfortable and healthy.
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17 Things That Happen to
Your Feet as You Age
Bunions, bone spurs, loss of padding, and
more: These foot problems might start to bother
you at some point.
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How Exercise Keeps You Youthful
You can come up with a million reasons
not to move. But roughly 3.2 million people
die each year due to inactivity. Regular
exercise, especially as you age, is critical
to good health.

Read More

The Worst Salads You Can
Eat
The right toppings can create a filling meal
that's loaded with nutrients your body needs.
But other ingredients can pack in extra calories,
fat, sodium, and sugar.

Read More

Surprising Secrets to a Longer Life

Read More

You already know that eating right and
staying active are key. But some lessobvious habits -- like napping and choosing
your friends wisely -- may also help you live
longer.

Foods That Can Cause
Kidney Stones

Read More

Kidney stones are small, but they can cause
outsized pain. Learn which foods might make
you more likely to get one.
Read More

8 Things You Didn't Know
About Your Penis

10 Places Where Stones Can Form in Your Body
You're probably aware of kidney stones
and gallstones. But hard nuggets can also
form in your nose, pancreas, and these
other places. See how to spot the signs.
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Medical experts reveal surprising facts about the
penis -- like that half its length is inside the
body.

Read More
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